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Simple, smart & intuitive

Enhance
the Power of
Infor Sunsystems
OVERVIEW
The Professional Advantage Infor SunSystems
suite brings additional levels of internal control and
good governance to your organisation through
implementing and automating best practices in key
business process functions. Our solution set gives
you a rapid ROI through the introduction of smart
end-user functionality, high performance and levels
of integration not available in other solutions.
Our suite encompasses the Office of Finance
core functions:
●

Payments & remittances

●

Bank statement reconciliation

●

Credit control

●

Invoicing

●

Spend control

●

VAT Returns

●

Consolidation of data

INTEGRATION NOT INTERFACE
The incomparable uniqueness of our portfolio, is our
seamless, native integration to Infor SunSystems.
They have been designed for Infor SunSystems
and sit within the same SQL database, which other
modules do not do.

The benefits of seamless integration include real
time access and visibility of SunSystems data
structures and records, such as Business Units,
Chart or Accounts and Analysis Codes. There is no
duplication of data that is available in SunSystems,
and when a record is created or amended in
SunSystems, this is immediately understood in
the Professional Advantage Solution. This reduces
administration effort and gives users a single
source of truth as they work through the day.
Further to this, the integration layer offers real time
transaction posting to the SunSystems ledgers
with no need to build or spend money maintaining
complex interfaces or process intermediary files.
Validation using SunSystems rules and data ensures
data accuracy.
What our portfolio will give you is trust in your data,
trust in your decisions and trust in your insights.
This is what makes the Professional Advantage Infor
SunSystems suite completely different.

“We strive to make a great product
like SunSystems even greater.”

“Infor and Professional Advantage have had a long and successful
history working closely together, as a strategic solution partner
they have provided significant value and business benefit to our
customers and continue to offer extended business solutions that are
complimentary to Infor SunSystems. We continue to work together
to drive forward an innovative agenda for our customers and we look
forward to doing so into the future”

SIMPLE, SMART AND INTUITIVE
Cash Management
Drives down administration, improves data integrity and eliminates duplicate transaction handling.
These tools are guaranteed to lower your transaction handling costs and improve your productivity.

Bank Reconciliation
Powerful & dedicated bank statement
management & automatic reconciliation
Electronic bank statement processing enables
daily reconciliation, handles multiple bank
accounts with user definable matching criteria
and auto creation of bank transaction balancing
journals e.g. fees.

B4B Payments & Remittances
Simple, secure electronic bank transfers
B4B is the interface between your payables
solution and your bank(s, streamlining and
standardising payment processing across your
entire organisation. Automatically email the
payment remittances to your suppliers from
Infor SunSystems.
It increases efficiency, mitigates risk, improves
control giving you full visibility over your entire bank
payment process.

Credit & Billing Management
Unrivalled credit management encompassing invoicing through to debt collection.

Collect
Debtor Management

Contract & Services Billing (CSB)
Ad-hoc contract & recurring invoicing billing

Provides companies with unparalleled credit
management and debt collection functionality.
Thorough analysis of debtor days and cash flow,
close monitoring of debtors and the ability to track
collections are key benefits quickly delivered by
Collect. All this means that you can reduce Days
Sales Outstanding and improve cash flow, while
minimising collection costs.

Addresses recurring contract invoicing, recurring
service invoices and ad-hoc invoices. It delivers
advanced functionality that works together with your
business processes to remove manual tasks and
increase billing data accuracy and speed.

Specialist Solutions
Flexible ad-hoc reporting over your SunSystems and iPOS data, data aggregation
and Making Tax Digital.

Advanced Inquiry
Flexible ad-hoc reporting

PAMTD
Making Tax Digital Easy

Offers the most powerful ad-hoc inquiry functionality
for interrogating SunSystems ledgers and iPOS
procurement data. The drill down and around features
give users unparalleled benefit and the ability to track
the requisition order to receipt to invoice lifecycle.
User driven, flexible real time enquiries at all levels.

PAMTD automates the link between Infor
SunSystems and HMRC. The solution enables
Infor SunSystems to export data to PAMTD avoiding
the need to re-key data and the risk of errors. It also
maintains the link between the data provided to
HMRC and the source transactions. The key benefit
of PAMTD, over Excel spreadsheets, is that it is fully
auditable and eliminates costly errors

Consolidations
Powerful ledger data aggregation
Saves on time by automating the consolidations
process for multi-company enterprises. Consolidations
handles extensive ownership models and will fit
your corporate structure. It supports multi-currency
conversions, provides for intercompany eliminations
and produces a detailed audit trail on completion.

Spend Control
Complete visibility over your Spend.

iPOS eProcurement
Powerful end to end Spend Control

iPOS XL
Fast excel add in for iPOS

A web-based, end to end, browser delivered
procure to pay solution. iPOS drives down maverick
purchasing, controls spend across the organisation,
manages extensive approval delegates and
workflow requirements and delivers comprehensive
transparency and auditability to the organisation.

Excel add-in for iPOS requisitions and invoices.
Organisations often have large and complex
requisitions that they place on a regular basis. Excel
is best placed to deal with these quick bulk changes
and manage any calculations and checks that are
external to the normal procurement process. This
iPOS-aware Excel add-in allows people to enter,
validate and submit requisitions from a spreadsheet.
It also provides fast and adaptable ways to access
iPOS data. Enables production and distribution
of structured management reporting around your
procurement data.

iPOS includes a number of optional components such
as Contracts, Mobile Approvals as well as those listed
below. The dashboard delivers spend visibility to all
stakeholders in the purchase lifecycle in a simple and
friendly UI.
Fully integrated, not interfaced, to Infor SunSystems
guaranteeing data truth and accuracy as well as real
time reporting.

Expenses
Powerful web based expenses

Punchout
Dynamically purchase from a supplier’s website from
within iPOS without the need to enter the information
into iPOS.
Matching and reconciling supplier invoices to your
POs is a time consuming task. A lot of time and effort
can be wasted in properly managing the supplier
catalogues within your procurement system. Failing to
keep these up to date can introduce pricing and other
errors in the PO which cause unnecessary time, cost
and effort to correct.
In iPOS, purchasers can move from one punch out
site to another and transfer all shopping baskets into
a single requisition for normal processing resulting in
significant time saving.

Expenses is a web-based expense management
solution that delivers immediate payback in terms
of time and cost of processing. It delivers certainty
and control in an area that frequently leaks time and
effort and is often riddled by inaccuracy and error
prone manual activities. Expenses removes the
overhead of time and cost of a manual claim.

Process Automation
Automation can save time and money and preclude human error. Our Process Automation suite
comprises; PA eSign (electronic signatures), PA Intelligent Invoice Capture (reads invoices using
AI that ensures fast invoice data capture and greater accuracy with use) and PA Streams (data
extraction and manipulation).

PA eSign
Fast, secure Electronic Signatures

PA Intelligent Invoice Capture
Sophisticated AI Invoice Automation

Signing documents through an electronic service
brings compliance, speed, transparency and
confidence to the process from end to end.
PA eSign can quickly and safely process single
ad-hoc documents and more complex multi-party
documents at a cost-effective price.

PA Intelligent Invoice Capture uses artificial
intelligence which learns over time to improve its
understanding of the data found in an invoice, like
a human. This offers much higher accuracy levels
than historical template based systems. You benefit
by getting better visibility into cash, faster processing
cycle times, and on-time payment.

Operational Intelligence & Systems Integration
Detect and Respond To Critical Events with XMPro’s Application Development Platform.
PA Streams makes the complex, simple, to resolve multi-source data integration issues.

XMPro
Digital Business Platform

PA Streams
Intelligent integration

XMPro allows the big data and events around your
business to be understood, filtered for business
relevance and then used to trigger the right outcomes
from the right system or team in real time.

Integrate data to provide real time analytics and
situationally aware process management automation
to transform your business.
PA Streams extracts, transforms and uploads to a
destination system quickly and easily.

“The Professional Advantage portfolio is integral to our
Infor SunSystems implementation. Solutions that I put in
place some 8 years ago are still working well today and
we have not had to revisit or replace any of them.”
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About Professional Advantage
Professional Advantage is an international IT consulting and solutions company,
with 30 years of experience in helping organisations achieve more by improving their
business systems through industry leading software solutions. Originating in Australia, it is
one of the country’s most awarded solution
solutionsproviders.
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